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Abstract
This research is entitled “The Status Profile of the Individual Bilinguals in the Domain Language of
KRG’’ in which the term profile implies “a short description of someone’s life, character, work, etc.” and
bilingual means “an individual’s ability to use two or more than one language successfully”. And Domain
Language refers to the Kurdish language which is the formal, regional, first language in the Kurdistan RegionIraq. The methodology of the current paper is the mixed (i.e., quantitative and qualitative). The researchers
surveyed 17 Arab-ethnic bilinguals living in the domain language in the hope of displaying some implicit factors
of their language choice (Arabic and/ or Kurdish) in the Kurdistan Region-Iraq in 2018.The method or tool of
investigating the current study case is a questionnaire with both 20 close- and open-ended items. The objectives
of this study are to uncover the situations or contexts where Arab-ethnic bilinguals switch one language to the
other and to understand why they prefer or are constrained or forced to use one language rather than the other.
The problem of the paper draws its direction to that a number of Arab workers or people who are internally
displaced persons (IDPs) migrated to Kurdistan Region-Iraq due to facing the ISIS attack or war, consequently
settling (at least temporarily) in the region. Thus, they are expected to face problems of expressing themselves
through using Arabic and Kurdish languages if they are bilinguals as they cannot determine or resort to their
either language usage easily, but based on some factors. There are some questions posed to be responded about
bilinguals’ attitudes in language choice in the community, the contexts in which they resort to using each
language, and their reasons of shifting from language to language in their communication. Among the study
conclusions, social factors, political status and language prestige are most likely to be highlighted as the
factors of language choice and change.
Keywords: bilingualism, domain language, sociolinguistics, Arabs, Kurds.

Introduction
n trying to find an appropriate terminology for the term bilingual, one first has to clarify
the term bilingual which refers to individual’s ability to use two or more than one
language competently (Cantone, 2007). One also needs to distinguish between bilingual
communities, where everyone has mastery of two languages, although mostly differently
categorized (and even perhaps stigmatized), and individual bilingualism, as in the case when a
single person grows up bilingual living in a monolingual community which is the case of the
present study. Language pervades social life. It is the principal vehicle for the transmission of
cultural knowledge, and the primary means by which we gain access to the contents of others'
minds. Language is implicated in most of the phenomena that lie at the core of social
psychology: attitude change, social perception, personal identity, social interaction, intergroup
bias and stereotyping, attribution, and so on. Moreover, for social psychologists, language
typically is the medium by which subjects' responses are elicited, and in which they respond:
in social psychological research, more often than not, language plays a role in both stimulus
and response. Just as language use pervades social life, the elements of social life constitute
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an intrinsic part of the way language is used. Linguists regard language as an abstract
structure that exists independently of specific instances of usage, but any communicative
exchange is situated in a social context that constrains the linguistic forms participants use.
How these participants define the social situation, their perceptions of what others know,
think and believe, and the claims they make about their own and others' identities will affect
the form and content of their acts of speaking (Krauss & Chiu, 1997).
Bilingualism
Bilingualism, as a term, refers to the use of more than one language by an individual at
the micro-level to denote individual phenomena, for example bilingual/ multilingual
individuals, bilinguals, etc. (Hudson, 1980)
A general terminology of bilingual acquisition could be the simultaneous acquisition
of more than one language during the period of primary language development (Genesee,
1989).
Bilinguals usually acquire and use their languages for different purposes, in different
domains of life, with different people. Different aspects of life may often require different
languages (Bell, 1967).
Taking a bilingual's domains of language use, such as immediate family, distant
relatives, work, sports, religion, school, shopping, friends, going out, hobbies, etc., and
attaching languages to these domains, one would see that some domains are covered by one
language, some others by another language, and some by several languages. Rarely do
bilinguals have all domains covered by all their languages (Grosjean, 2010).
According to a strong version of monolingual view of bilingualism, the bilingual has
(or should have) two separate and isolable language competencies; these competencies are (or
should be) similar to those of the two corresponding monolinguals; therefore, the bilingual is
(or should be) two monolinguals in one person. Thus, the “real” bilingual has long been seen
as the one who is equally, and fully, fluent in two languages. (Grosjean, 1985)
On the other hand, Grosjean (2012) defended the holistic view of bilingualism which
proposes that the bilingual is an integrated whole which cannot easily be decomposed into
two separate parts. Bilinguals are NOT the sum of two complete or incomplete monolinguals;
rather, they have a unique and specific linguistic configuration. The coexistence and constant
interaction of the two or more languages in bilinguals has produced a different but complete
language system. Besides, he indicates that a common misconception is that bilinguals have
equal knowledge of their languages. In fact, bilinguals know their languages to the level that
they need them (i.e., linguistic congruity) and many are dominant in one of them, not both.
Language Choice
Language choice according to (Hashim, 2010) is the selection of language for
different purposes in different contexts and this means an individual who speaks two or more
languages has to choose a language to use in a given context. Bilinguals choose an
appropriate language when they speak. Bilinguals switch a language into another, and they
use different languages in different contexts. They try to make themselves confident to
communicate with other communities, although sometimes they are not fluent to use the
language(s).
Language choice means that bilinguals have the possibility to choose which language
they want to speak. Of course, this choice is normally restricted to the hearer’s language
competence: If the hearer is monolingual, the bilingual must use the shared language. If the
hearer is bilingual, both speakers can freely switch between the two languages based on some
external or internal factors. The studies on language choice and use often concentrate on
social behavior, since language choice is strongly affected by the social environment a
bilingual person is exposed to (Borbely, 2005; Cantone, 2007).
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Of course, several factors have to be taken into account when defining a person as
bilingual. First of all, there are external as well as internal factors to be considered. External
factors include the socio-political status of the languages, the attitude towards language
mixing, the language community around the speaker (whether it is a bilingual setting or a case
of individual bilingualism), and finally the function of speech in a certain context. Internal
factors include language proficiency, the interaction between the languages, the degree of
formality and intimacy, the content of the message being uttered, and other factors
belonging to the study of the individuals’ internal factors (Cantone, 2007). Such

factors or reasons can be various as depicted in figure (1)
Grosjean (1998) proposes analyzing it by looking at which language is used
with whom and for what. Jendra (2010) states, the skill of choosing the language is
classified as a communicative competence and basically developed by observing factors
found in social context where the language is used.
Holmes (2013, p. 9) states, there are certain social factors which influence the
language choice. The social factors reflected in the language they choose to use. The factors
are;
1. The participants: Whom you are talking to and who is speaking (Students-Lecturer).
2. The setting: The social context of the talk or where they speak (Class, Meeting).
3. The function: The reason why there are speaking (Informative, Social).
4. The topic: The topic of the discussion or what is the talking about (work, sports,…etc.).
Moreover, Holmes (2013) states that not all factors above are relevant in any
particular context, but they can be grouped in ways which are helpful. In any situation
linguistic choices will generally reflect the influence of one or more the social factors above.
A person may choose their language choice depending on the situation and their reason.
Therefore, when a person makes a language choice, it must be influenced by some factors.
Furthermore, Grosjean (1982) indicates that a speaker in any language community
who enters diverse social situations normally has a repertoire of speech alternatives which
switch with situation. Thus, it can be said that Community also influences people in making
language choice. Hence, he presents four main factors that account to change in languages.
They are: setting and situation, the participant in the situation and their roles in relation
to one another, the topic (including, work, sports, national events, and so forth),
and the last is the function of interaction.
Besides, the formal and informal contexts are to be considered as Suryadi (2016, pp.
17-18) states that a number of such typical interactions are related to different contexts of
formality and informality including, family, friendship, religion, education, employment, and
administration. Based on the fore-mentioned ideas by Holmes, one can say that formality and
informality are two factors that influence bilinguals to choose their language.
Consequently, anyone who speaks two or more languages well enough to
communicate their thoughts, emotions, and needs can acknowledge some reasons of or factors
behind their language choices in different circumstances in the domain community (Buda,
2006).
The Domain Language
Kurdish is the domain language in the region. The majority of people are Kurds with
some other minorities. The regional language is formally and mainly Kurdish language in the
region. The formal or official languages are Kurdish and Arabic in the Kurdistan Region-Iraq.
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BILINGUALS’ LOYALTY FOR THEIR ARABIC-NATIVE LANGUAGE
Attachments to language become more noticeable when groups come into contact. The
“language loyalty” that emerges is, of course, intimately intertwined with a broader group
loyalty, with an identity now brought to the front, and perhaps under perceived threat.
Consequently, any communicative shift away from the ancestral variety or language is likely
to mean discomfort and disruption, even when it is the result of “free” choice (Edwards,
2013).
BILINGUALS’ NATIVE LANGUAGE PRESTIGE AND SIZE
Arab-ethnic community in Iraq regards their language as valuable and best language in
the globe due to the fact that their language is the holy Quran language and is in practice
religiously all over the world. They all think that there is no such a comprehensive language
worldwide. Arabic, a language that has passed the test of time, remains one of the oldest and
most unique languages in the world. According to Ethnologue, almost 600 million people
speak the language. Arabic is unique in that it’s not restricted to only a certain part of the
world. Because of its religious connection, it transcends international borders. It has a great
culture, history, and art (Fatmas, 2011).
BILINGUALS’ IDENTITY
The state of perceiving oneself as an Arab and as relating to being Arab, relies on a
common culture, a traditional lineage, the common land in history, shared experiences
including underlying conflicts and confrontations. These commonalities are regional and
tribal. Arab identity is defined independently of religious identity, and pre-dates the spread of
Islam, with historically attested Arab Christian tribes and Arab Jewish tribes. Arabs are a
diverse group in terms of religious affiliations and practices. Most Arabs are Muslim (Khalil,
2014).
LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE
The maintenance of a language generally relies on the continuation of settings in
which that language, and no other, is required where these settings can be named the domains
of necessity, and they include the home, the school, and the workplace. There are many other
domains, of course, but those in which participation is voluntary, sporadic, or idiosyncratic
are not likely to be central to language maintenance. (Edwards, 2013).
Holmes (1992) states that there are two major and interrelated factors involved in language
maintenance efforts, one tangible and one more subjective. The tangible one is that
continuation of those domains of necessity just referred to. The other involves the collective
will to stem discontinuity, to sustain linguistic vigor for instance, the active moves for
language maintenance are usually the preserve of only a small number of people in difficult
socio-economic situations (Edwards, 2013).
There is clearly no magic formula for guaranteeing language maintenance or for
predicting language shift or death. Different factors combine in different ways in each social
context, and the results are rarely predictable. Similar factors apparently result in a stable
bilingual situation in some communities but language shift in others. This account has
stressed the importance of economic, social, demographic and attitudinal factors. Though
economic and political imperatives tend to eliminate minority languages, it is important to
remember examples like Welsh and Hebrew which demonstrate that languages can be
maintained, and even revived, when a group values their distinct identity highly and regards
language as an important symbol of that identity, as illustrated in figure (1) (Holmes, 1992).
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Figure 1: Dimensions of analyzing language maintenance and shift (Holmes, 1992).
METHODOLOGY
The Subjects and their Linguistic Behaviour Patterns
For the purpose of study, 17 Arab-native bilinguals were surveyed with the hope of
displaying some implicit internal and external factors of their language choice (Arabic and/ or
Kurdish) in Kurdistan Region-Iraq in 2017. The bilinguals are Arab-Ethnic non-

government employees. Among them, many of the bilinguals’ mothers are
Kurds and fathers are Arabs originally, and some are Kurds’ neighbours or
friends at the same neighbourhood. They can speak in Arabic and Kurdish
almost fluently. They used to live in Baghdad, Mosul and some other cities of
Iraq a number of years ago ranging from 3 to 10 years. They now feel that they
have good command of both Kurdish and Arabic languages, especially in
communication. That is why they can be considered as bilinguals of the two
above-mentioned languages.
The Aims of the Study
Sociolinguists have long been fascinated by the phenomenon of bilingualism and the
complex language switching patterns that often accompany it. Many bilingual speakers are
able to switch from language to language with ease, sometimes in mid-sentence. Attempts to
define the reasons have not, however, met with much success. The researchers’ aims are to
uncover the internal and external factors (or reasons) affecting such language choice, change,
or shift preferences within the domain language community.
The Tool of the Study
The present paper uses methodologically mixed method which is the integration of
quantitative and qualitative types of analysis together. The tool used in the study is a
questionnaire about bilinguals’ language choice factors in the domain language. The
questionnaire consists of 20 items. The items are filled in first by each of the two languages of
the bilinguals (Arabic and Kurdish), and then by the rationale behind their language choice in
the second area of the questionnaire items shown in Appendix 1.
The Questions of the Study
The present paper tries to find answers to the following language-choice related questions:
1. What are the bilinguals’ attitudes towards using one language rather than the other
in the Kurdish community?
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2. What are contexts of expressing themselves through using Arabic and/ or Kurdish
language(s)?
3. What are the factors affecting the bilinguals’ language choice in different
circumstances?
The Procedures of the Present Study
The procedures that the researchers followed in the practical part initiated by
preparing or constructing the questionnaire, then handing it over to Arab native bilinguals in
the region, and later, turning in the questionnaires from them. Next, the percentage and
frequency of the data were tabulated, analyzed and discussed in order to consequently respond
the raised questions of the study and ultimately to achieve its aims.

Validity
The questionnaire was shown to a number of experts as jury members who were university
instructors for assessing the questionnaire items in terms of clarity, applicability and acceptability.
Consequently, some items were modified on the basis of their feedback or comments in face validity.

THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE STUDY
The Results
The practitioners’ results in answering the items of the questionnaire were tabulated in the
following table:
Table 1: The Individual Bilinguals’ Responses to the Questionnaire
Item Language
The frequency of and reasons behind using each language in each item
no. Choice
percentage
Kurdish Arabic
1
76.5
23.5 I use Kurdish, because they do not know Arabic language (4)
I use Kurdish, because they ask for higher commute cost if I speak Arabic
Language (9)
I use Arabic in order to make them learn it (4)
2
11.8
88.2 I use Arabic because they love practicing Arabic Language (13)
I use Arabic because they feel more proud of speaking Arabic (2)
I use Kurdish because they want to make me more fluent in Kurdish to find
a better job in the future (2)
3
100
0
I use Kurdish, so that people do not know that I am Arab-ethnic (4)
I use Kurdish, so that those in authority do not recognize my identity(13)
4
100
0
If I speak Kurdish, my requirements will be done more easily (10)
Kurdish-speaking people are better respected there (7)
5
70.6
29.4 I use Arabic because all adults can speak Arabic in the region (6)
I use Arabic because Kurdish adults generally initiate speaking in Arabic
with me (5)
I use Kurdish because I want to show respect to their age and language (6)
6
11.8
88.2 I speak Arabic, because most of them are Arabic people in the gym (10)
I use Arabic, because I don’t know the Kurdish names for some gym tools
(5)
I speak Kurdish, because I have a Kurdish friend there (2)
7
82.4
17.6 I use Kurdish language, because females are generally monolinguals (13)
I first speak Arabic, because they must speak Arabic too as it is the
majorities language (4)
8
52.9
47.1 I use Kurdish because it is not our prophets’ habit to speak a language that
the participants do not understand (4)
It is not respectful to stick to Arabic if one does not understand it (5)
I use Arabic to make the person learn the language too because Kurdish
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young generation should learn Arabic language because it is the language
of the holy Quran and of the majorities (2)
I speak Arabic because at least the Kurdish monolinguals understand
Arabic (6)
9
100
0
I use Kurdish because they generally cannot speak Arabic (13)
I use Kurdish, because they show disrespect for my ethnicity (4)
10 5.9
94.1 Arabic because my family members use this language at home (15)
Arabic because my family members are incapable of speaking Kurdish
competently (1)
We often use Kurdish at home because of my mother (1)
11 88.2
11.8 I use Arabic to make them learn some Arabic language (2)
I use Kurdish language because they manipulate the price if I use Arabic
(15)
12 100
0
I use Kurdish to show my boss that I can speak the language (17)
13 0
100
Arabic because I feel that less amount of people can understand it (17)
14 11.8
88.2 I use Arabic because my calls are mostly with my Arabic friends (9)
I use Arabic because I am more fluent in Arabic (5)
It depends, but generally I like calling in Kurdish language because I am in
Kurdistan Region of Iraq (3)
15 100
0
I use Kurdish because they are amazed by my Kurdish level (17)
16 100
0
If I speak Kurdish, my goals will be better achieved (12)
I use Kurdish to respect them and their language (5)
17 11.8
88.2 I use Arabic because I think all educated people can speak Arabic (14)
I use Arabic to make them use Arabic too (1)
I use Kurdish to show them how great my Kurdish is (2)
18 94.1
5.9
I use Kurdish because poor people cannot speak Arabic (13)
I use Kurdish because they may have not had opportunity of learning
Arabic (3)
I use Arabic to make them use it too (1)
19 100
0
I can use Kurdish because my mother is a Kurd (9)
I can use Kurdish because I have been living with Kurdish people for more
than 10 years (5)
I can use Kurdish because I have been living here ( in Erbil) for above 7
years (3)
20 0
100
I use Arabic because it is not our prophets’ habit to speak a language that
the participants do not understand (4)
It is not respectful to stick to Kurdish if one does not understand it (6)
Arabic because my Kurdish friends understand Arabic (7)
The table manifests the percentage of using each language (Kurdish and Arabic) in
different contexts of Kurdish domain language in the region. Besides, it illustrates the
frequency of and the reasons behind their language choice in different situations.
The Discussion of the Study
The results of the present study lead the researchers to answer the research questions
as the following:
In order to answer the first question which is “What are the bilinguals’ attitudes
towards using one language rather than the other in the Kurdish community?”, the
practitioners’ responses to several items are taken into account. The answers manifest which
bilinguals’ language is used with whom and for what. That is to say, how Arab-ethnic
bilinguals think or feel about using each language and how this makes them choose Kurdish
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or Arabic. The practitioners’ Language loyalty to Arabic language is perceived in items (7, 8,
11,17 & 18) as they want to show their identity through imposing using Arabic language by
saying “Kurdish people must speak or learn to speak Arabic too”. Furthermore, the bilinguals
would like to make people speak Arabic because they feel that Arabic language is the holy
Quran language with which all Muslims must know to speak. On the other hand, in most of
the items, they reportedly reveal that they need to speak Kurdish too as they are in Kurdistan
Region of Iraq where Kurdish is the main language to practice it. Besides, the practitioners
show which language is to be used with whom by reporting: First, using only Kurdish with
young learners as they are generally monolinguals (see item 9 in Appendix 1). Second, using
Arabic with Adults or Old people as they are well-educated and love speaking Arabic (as
shown in item 5). Third, using Kurdish with ladies due to the reason that the ladies are usually
monolinguals in the region (reportedly seen in item 7). Finally, using Arabic with while-collar
people, but Kurdish with lower class or uneducated people (noticeably documented in items
17 &18). (See Table 1 and Appendix 1 for further clarifications).
As to answer the second question which is “What are contexts of expressing
themselves through using Arabic and/ or Kurdish language(s)?”, the bilinguals show the
various contexts where they are forced or constrained to employ Kurdish language through
their responses to items (1, 4, 11, 12 and 16). Their answers apparently show the contexts
such as taxi, official or government institutions, market, and workplace. On the other hand,
the practitioners try to use Arabic language in contexts like, home, telephone calls, and the
gym as recorded in items (6, 10 &14).
The Arab-ethnic bilinguals’ responses to almost all the items in the questionnaire
depict how to answer the third research question which is “What are the factors affecting the
bilinguals’ language choice in different circumstances?”. Their answers are based on some
external and internal factors. The external factors are namely, their exposed social
environment, the socio-political status of the domain language, the domain language
community (whether it is a bilingual setting or a case of individual bilingualism), and the
function of speech in certain contexts, as in the gym. The internal factors include, language
proficiency, interaction between the languages, the degree of formality and intimacy (i.e.,
power and solidarity), and the content of the message being uttered. Such factors have
reflected in the subjects’ answers such as, out of fear of paying more money for a taxi or for
buying goods while doing shopping, out of fear of showing real identity while having their
temporary residential allowance expired, and so forth.
CONCLUSIONS
There are two inferred main categories or factors (internal and external factors) related
to the bilinguals’ language choice which can be concluded and interpreted in terms of
bilinguals’ preference and/or constraints as the following:
1. The practitioners are competent, but not very fluent, in their second language usage due to
a reduced number of domains and its usage with a limited number of people. Then, the
Kurdish language will not be developed as much as the Arabic language used in more
domains and with more people, as in item (19) where the practitioners’ are competent
enough to use Kurdish language.
2. Practitioners would like to use their Arabic language wherever possible because they are
very familiar and comfortable with the content of the message in Arabic language (called
linguistic congruity). As shown in item (6), a great ratio of the bilinguals mentioned that
they do not know the meaning of some gym tools in Kurdish and many others realized that
most of the gym people are Arabs at 88.2 percent.
3. The majority of the practitioners in item (10) manifest the case of their family preferences
or constraints on using Arabic language rather than Kurdish languages. That is because of
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their family conventions to use only the mother-tongue among the family members as in
the case that their family members do not like speaking in the second language or are
incapable of speaking the second language sufficiently or appropriately.
4. Most of the Arab-ethnic bilinguals indicate that using Kurdish language is more powerful
and better respected by people in the region due to social factors mentioned in items (4, 5,
12, 16 & 17).
5. Almost all the bilinguals reportedly mentioned in their responses to items (2 & 14) that
whenever they are with their friends, they choose the languages (Kurdish or Arabic)
desirably in different domains or settings due to solidarity.
6. political status of the region also affects the Arab-ethnic bilinguals as they indicated that
they do not want to use Arabic language in official or government institutions out of fear of
showing their identity as in the case of having their temporary residence-allowance expired
and in some other cases to better achieve their goals, as reflected in their answers to items
(3, 4 &16).
7. The majority of bilinguals would be obliged to use their second language in the community
or the environments where their interlocutors are not their first-language users (i.e.,
monolingual Kurdish speakers) as in items (7 & 8).
8. Almost half of the surveyed bilinguals would love to speak in Kurdish if a Kurdish
monolingual joins their Arabic conversation as a way of showing respect to the new-comer
and his language, and of obeying the Islam Religion as shown in item (8).
9. Due to various language-choice events that the bilinguals encounter in their daily lives, the
majority of them cannot only use Arabic Language, but need to resort to using the Kurdish
language in the domain language.
10. Nearly three fourths of the bilinguals (or polyglots) will prefer not to speak their native
language, or will not feel most comfortable using it when they are in a taxi or at a shop,
because they think they are asked to pay more than required as shown in items (1 &11).
11. Almost one third of the surveyed Arab bilinguals feel antipathy towards the behavior of the
people in the domain language as many Kurdish people immediately initiate speaking in
Arabic with them as item (5) clarifies the case.
12. Even though they may not yet be completely fluent in Kurdish language, some of the
Arabic-ethnic bilinguals like to use their second language in the Kurdistan Region because
they want to be more fluent and consequently can have a better opportunity in finding
better jobs in the region as reported in item (2).
13. Some of practitioners are particularly sensitive to people’s rejection about their ethnicity
that they are prone to over-emphasize their conformity with their group standards of dress,
behaviour, and language. And they do not want to initiate the conversation in Kurdish
unless the interlocutor is a Kurdish monolingual with a very bad or incomprehensible
performance in Arabic language as noticed in item (7, 8, 11, 17 & 18). Thus, the bilinguals
thought that the Kurdish young generation should learn Arabic language because it is the
language of the holy Quran and of majorities, and is used by almost all of the Arabicspeaking countries. That is to say they want to show their language prestige.
14. The domains of necessity (including home and workplace) can directly influence the
maintenance of Kurdish language and the shift between the two languages (Arabic and
Kurdish).
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15. It can be noticed that the two internal and external factors are sometimes integrated
(overlapping) due to the preferences and constraints of various domains, interlocutors,
situations, events…etc.
Recommendations
The researchers recommend the following points:
1. The government policy makers should take care of the bilinguals’ deals on buying
their needs or on commute costs in the Kurdish domain language in order to pave the
way for the Arab-ethnic people to enjoy living in the domain language of the
Kurdistan Region-Iraq.
2. Those people who are in authority in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq need to behave
cautiously towards the internally displaced people in terms of socio-political issues so
that they feel very at home in the region.
3. The discriminations between Kurds and Arabs should fade away or diminish through
providing better educational diversity at school and university levels so that the new
generation can show more respect towards the other races living in the same region.
4. Kurdish young generation should learn to speak Arabic language as it is the second
formal language in the region which is used in all the government institutions for
issuing the formal documents. Besides, since Arabs are living in the region currently
even if it is going to be for a limited period of time and they both live in the same
country too, the Kurdish should speak the second language the way the Arab-ethnic
bilinguals can speak both languages competently.
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دۆخی پرۆفایلی ثاکی دووزمانەیی لە ناو زمانی سەرەکیی هەرێمی کوردسجانی عێراق
پوخجە
ئەو مێکۆڵینەوەیە ةە ناونیشانی " دۆخی پسۆفاینی داکی دووشمانەییە مە ناو شمانی سەزەکیی هەزێمی کىزدسذانی عێساق" کە شازاوەی " پسۆفایه" ةە وادای
وەسفێکی کىزدی ژیان و دایتەمتەندی و کازی کەسێک دێر .وە دوشمانە وادای دىانای داک مە ةەکازهێنانی دوو یان شیادس مە یەک شمان ةە سەزکەودىوی دێر.
شمانی سەزەکی ،مەو مێکۆڵینەوەیەدا ،ئاماژەیە ةۆ شمانی کىزدی کە شمانی فەزمی و ناوچەیی و یەکەمە مە هەزێمی کىزدسذانی عێساق.
زێتاشی مێکۆڵینەوەی ئەو دىێژینەوەیە ةسیذییە مە زێتاشی دێکەڵ (چەندیەدی و چۆنییەدی) .دىێژەزان  ٧١کەسی دووشمانەی زەچەڵەک عەزەةیان وەزگسدىوە کە مە
ناو هەزێمەکە دەژین ةە هیىای دەزخسذنی هەندێک هۆکاز (فاکذەز)ی نادیاز مە هەڵتژازدنی شمانەکانیان (عەزەةی و/یان کىزدی) مە هەزێمی کىزدسذانی عێساق
مە ساڵی .٨١٧٢
ئامساشی مێکۆڵینەوەکە ةسیذییە مە ةەکازهێنانی فۆزمێکی زاپسسی کە مە  ٨١ةڕگەی کساوە و  ٨١ةڕگەی داخساو پێکهادتىو .ئاماند مەو دىێژینەوەیە ئەوەیە کە
راڵەدەکان یان کۆنذیسذەکان دەزةخاخ کە دیایدا کەسانی دووشمانەی زەچەڵەک عەزەب شمانەکانیان دەگۆڕن مە شمانێکەوە ةۆ یەکێکی دس ،وە دێگەیشنت مەوەی
کە ةۆچی ئەوان شمانێک مە شمانێکی دس ةە پەسەند دس دەشانن وەیان ةۆچی ناچازن کە شمانێک شیادس مە شمانێکی دس ةەکازةهێنن.
کێشەی ئەو مێکۆڵینەوەیە مەوەوە سەزچاوەی گسدىوە کە ژمازەیەک کسێکازی یان خەڵکی عەزەب کە مە ناوخۆی هەمان واڵددا مە شازێکەوە ةۆ شازێکی دس
کۆچیان کسدووە وادا ةۆ هەزێمی کىزدسذانی عێساق ةەه ۆی دىوشتىونیان ةە شەڕی یان حەنگی داعش ،وە مە ئەنخامدا ،ئەگەز ةۆماوەیەکی کادیش ةێر ،مە
هەزێمەکە نیشذەحێ ةىون.
ةەمەش ،پێشتینی دەکسێر کە دووچازی کێشەی دەزةڕینی ةیسوڕای خۆیان ةتنەوە ةە ةەکازهێنانی شمانی عەزەةی و کىزدی ئەگەز دووشمانەةن مەکادێکدا کە
نادىانن ةەئا سانی ةڕیاز مە ةەکازهێنانی هەزیەکێک مە شمانەکانیان ةدەن ،ةەڵکى مەسەز چەند هۆکازێکەوە ةەندە .هەندێک پسسیاز خساونەدە ڕوو ةۆئەوەی وەاڵو
ةدزێنەوە سەةازەخ ةە هەڵىێسذی دووشمانەییەکان مە هەڵتژازدنی شمانەکانیان مە کۆمەڵگادا ،وە ئەو راڵەدانەی (کۆنذێکسذانەی) کە دییایاندا ئەوان پەنا دەةەنە
ةەز ةەکازهێنانی هەزیەکێک مە شمانەکانیان ،وە هۆکازی گۆزینی شمانێک ةۆ شمانێکی دس مە گفذىوگۆکانیاندا .مە ناو دەزئەنخامەکانی مێکۆڵینەوەکە ،مەوە دەچێر
کە دیازدسین هۆکازی هەڵتژازدنی شمانەکانیان و گۆزینی شمانێک ةۆ شمانێکی دس ةسیذی ةێر مە هۆکازی کۆمەاڵیەدی و ةازودۆخی سیاسی و پنەوپایەی شمان.
وشە سەرەکییەکان :دووشمانەیی ،شمانی سەزەکی ،شمانەوانی کۆمەاڵیەدی ،کىزدەکان ،عەزەةەکان.
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وضع امللف الشخيص الشخص مسدوج اللغة داخل اللغة الرئيسة يف اكليم كردسجان العراق
ملخص
حاء يف هرا امتزث امري هى ةعنىان " وضع املنف امشخيص امشخظ ثنايئ (مصدوج) امنغح داخه امنغح امسئٌسح يف اكنٌم كسدسذان امعساق" مططنزاخ منها
(املنف امشخيص) مبعنى وضف مخذرص مزٌاج وخطىضٌح وعمه شخظ ما.
أ ّما مصدوج (ثنايئ) امنغح فلد حاء مندالمح عىل كدزج امفسد يف اسذخداو مغذني أو أكرث من مغح ةاك ذداز .وامنغح امسئٌسح املشاز إمٌها يف هرا امتزث هٍ امنغح
امكسدًح امذٍ هٍ امنغح امسسمٌح واملناطلٌح األوىل يف إكنٌم كسدسذان.
منهد امتزث املذّتع يف هرا امتزث هى منهد مخذنط من (امكمٌّح وامكٌفٌح) ،امتارثان أخرا  71فسدا ً من أضه عسيب ًعٌشىن يف االكنٌم ،عىل أمه أن دظهس
امنذائد ةعض األستاب امخفٌح يف اخذٌاز مغذهم (امعسةٌح أو امكسدًح) يف إكنٌم كسدسذان امعساق سنح .8172
وسٌنح امتزث عتازج عن اسذامزج اسذتٌان دذكىن من  81فلس ًج مفذىر ًح و  81فلس ًج مغنل ًح ،امهدف من هرا امتزث هى ةٌان امزاالخ أو امنطىص املسذعازج
(امذناص) امذٍ ًنخأ إمٌها االشخاص مصدوحىا امنغح (امعسيب) ًغريون من خالمه مغذهم إىل مغح أخسي ،وامىضىل إىل ستث دفضٌنهم منغح عىل أخسي ،وأًضاً
معسفح اسذخدامهم مغح أكرث من مغح أخسي.
مشكنح هرا امتزث دنطنم من أن عددا ً من امعامل امعسب أو امعىائه امعسةٌح امرًن هم من داخه امتند نفسه مخأوا إىل امنصوذ من مدًنح إىل أخسي ،ومن ذمك
مخىؤهم إىل إكنٌم كسدسذان امعساق نذٌخح املذال مع داعش ،مام نذد عن ذمك أنّهم عاشىا ومى مفرتج كطريج يف إكنٌم كسدسذان.
ومهرا امستث ًُذىكّع أنّهم واحهىا مشكنح امذعتري عن آزائهم ةاسذخداو امنغح امعسةٌح وامكسدًح ،إذا كانىا مصدوحٍ امنغح يف امىكر امري ال ًسذطٌعىن اخذٌاز
مغح من امنغاخ امذٍ ًخٌدونها منذعتري ةها ،وهرا ًعىد إىل أستاب.
يف هرا االسذتٌان طسرر مخمىعح من األسئنح املذعنّلح مبىكف (مصدوحٍ امنغح) يف اخذٌاز مغذهم يف املخذمع ،وأًضاً دنك امزاالخ (امذناضاخ/
االسذعازاخ) امذٍ ًنخأون من خالمها إىل اسذخداو أي مغح منها ،وأستاب دغٌري مغح إىل أخسي يف مزادثادهم.
من ةني امنذائد امذٍ دىضه إمٌها امتزث هٍ أ ّن امعىامه االحذامعٌح وامظسوف امسٌاسٌح ومكانح امنغح من ةتني امنغاخ دعد أستاةاً زئٌسح يف دفضٌه مغح عىل
أخسي أو دغٌريها.
الكلامت الرئيسة :مصدوج (ثنايئ) امنغح ،امنغح امسئٌسح ،عنم امنغح االحذامع ،امكىزد ،امعسب.

Appendix 1: The Bilinguals’ Questionnaire for Investigating their Language Choice
Dear students! This questionnaire is constructed for a research entitled, “The Status Profile of the Individual
’Bilinguals in Domain Language of KRG" in order to show the factors that affect the Arabic-native bilinguals
language choice in Hawler City in the Kurdistan Region-Iraq.
Please, Answer or fill in the following items about your Arabic or Kurdish choice situations or factors. Your
contribution is highly appreciated.
No. of Items
Items
Reasons
1
I use …………language when I am in a taxi.
2
I speak………….language when I am with my Kurdish bilingual friends.
3
I use …………..language when I have my temporary residential allowance expired.
4
I use………… language in official or Government institutions.
5
I use…………. language when conversing with a Kurdish adult.
6
I like using ………... language at the gym or while spending your leisure time.
7
I speak……….. language when talking to a female or a lady.
8
I use………. language as a monolingual Kurd joins our Arabic conversation.
9
I use ……….language when starting conversation with a Kurdish teenager.
10
I prefer using……….. language at home.
I prefer using……….. language when I go shopping in the city.
I prefer using………. language at my work with workers or my boss.
I feel more comfortable to use………. language whilst mentioning a secret in crowded places.
I feel more comfortable to use………… language in telephone calling.
People respect me if I use………. language.
I use ………. language while meeting Kurdish authorities at work.
I use………. language when speaking with a white- collar person.
I use………language when talking to a poor person on the street.
I can/ cannot use Kurdish Language to express my daily routines.
When I am conversing with my friend(s) in Kurdish, if an Arab joins us, I use……… language.
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